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gratulate themselves on the fact that the majority of the disputes
and differences which had arisen between them since their establish-
ment as independent nations had been settled without recourse to
arms, and they took pride in the good example which they had set to
the Old World by preferring arbitration to the use of force and by
elaborating machinery for the pacific settlement of disputes. 'The
American republics to-day', said President Hoover on Pan-America
Day (the 14th April), 1931, 'are rapidly approaching the time when
every major difference existing between them will be settled by the
orderly processes of conciliation and arbitration.3 eWe are rapidly
approaching', said Vice-President Curtis on the corresponding occasion
in 1932, ca situation unique in the history of the World: namely, an
entire continent which has finally settled its outstanding international
problems without recourse to force and in which the reign of law has
become dominant.5 This complacent conception of the American
nations as the pioneers of peace was rudely shattered during the
course of the next twelve months, and Mr. Curtis's phrases were
not echoed in their turn by the speakers who took part in the celebra-
tion of Pan-America Day in 1933. For in April 1933 two American
nations—Bolivia and Paraguay1—had been engaged for some ten
months in active warfare, and the danger of serious hostilities
between two more—Colombia and Peru2—had not yet been elimi-
nated. During the summer of 1933 the first steps towards a peaceful
settlement of the Colombian-Peruvian dispute over Leticia were
taken, but Bolivia and Paraguay continued to reject proposals for
mediation, and fighting was still in progress in the Chaco when the
delegates assembled at Montevideo for the Seventh Pan-American
Conference. In this situation, it was evident that the Conference
would be faced with a difficult problem. A meeting at which prac-
tically all the American nations (including Bolivia and Paraguay)
were represented certainly appeared to offer a unique opportunity for
bringing pressure to bear upon those two countries; but the experi-
ences of the various international organizations and groups of states
which had offered their good offices for the settlement of the dispute
since June 1932 proved that neither Bolivia nor Paraguay was at all
amenable to methods of persuasion, and at the same time there
seemed little likelihood that the other members of the Pan-American
Union would agree among themselves on the application of measures
of compulsion. If it was difficult, for these reasons, to see what action
the Conference could usefully take in the matter of the Chaco dispute,
1	See section (iv) of this part of the present volume.
2	See section (v) of this part of the present volume.

